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Resources

For this lecture, from SEv2.pdf
Chapter 4, up to 4.2.4 for background on access control.

Chapter 8, up to 8.3.4 for background on multilevel security.

Chapter 9, up to 9.2.3 for background on multilateral security.



Layers in systems

Application, API, kernel, hardware...

program

tty driverdisk driver

File system API

Systems have multiple layers...



Access control levels

Anderson’s classification

Passwords provide one level of control, but in modern computer systems
there may be multiple levels of control, corresponding to the multiple layers of
the system.



Categories of access control

Two categories
1 DAC - Discretionary Access Control

The owner decides the policy!
Example: Unix file system - rwx permissions

2 MAC - Mandatory Access Control
Programs work within constraints
Example: Access rules provided by security policy,
control by system administrator - SElinux.

Note that the acronym MAC in system security can also stand for Message
authentication code or Media Access Control!



One approach: Access control matrices

For files, processes, objects...
Rows of the matrix are subjects, columns are objects:
Entries in the matrix are actions like read, execute or write:

↓ Subjects Objects→
f1 f2 f3 f4

s1 read exec exec

s2 write read exec

s3 read write exec

s4 read write read

s4 cannot read f1. But subjects may collude...
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Unix file access control

An example of a DAC is found in the UNIX OS...
On a UNIX system, files are owned by a particular user, who may belong to a
particular group.
Each file or directory has nine permissions as seen below.

Self Group Other

rwx rwx rwx

Read, Write, Execute Read, Write, Execute Read, Write, Execute

Permissions rwxr_x__x, mean you have all permissions, your group read
and execute, and others only execute.



Changing permissions

The command in UNIX is "chmod mode file"
The mode can be either a symbolic representation of changes to make, or an
octal number representing the bit pattern for the new permissions.

Absolute changes to permissions are stated using octal numbers:
chmod nnn file(s) where n is a number from 0 to 7.

Symbolic changes are stated using mnemonic characters: chmod a
operator b file(s) where a is one or more characters corresponding to
user, group, or other, and operator is +, -, and =, signifying assignment of
permissions, and where b is one or more characters corresponding to the
type of permission.



ACLs in an OS

For files (MacOSX)

The chmod command can again be used to manipulate ACLs. man chmod.
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Example: Process-in-a-bottle

Sometimes we can restrict processes: MacOSX sandbox
Applications restricted in their access to operating system resources, to limit
potential damage...

Examples of the sort of limits:

TCP/IP networking is prohibited.

All sockets-based networking is prohibited.

File system writes are prohibited.

File system writes are restricted to specified temporary folders.

All operating system services are prohibited.



Example: VMs - virtual machines

Should not run untrusted code on your processor...
VMs may provide us with a preview of the future. It seems likely that as
processors become faster, and security and stability concerns become more
critical, we will move to having all (or nearly all) applications running within
virtual machines.

The virtual machines provide a single point of control, implementing security
policies with software hidden within the framework, rather than in the
application. And so we let untrusted code play in a sandbox (with hopefully
high walls).



JVM security model

The Java Virtual Machine
The JVM security model (Java Virtual Machine) is a platform-independent
execution environment that either interprets Java bytecodes or converts them
into machine language for direct execution. It is like a real Java processor,
enabling Java bytecode to be executed on any processor regardless of the
operating system.

The first JVM provided a simple sandbox model, in which untrusted Java
applets are prohibited from:

Reading or writing to the local disk

Making a network connection to another host

Creating a new process

Loading a new dynamic library or directly calling a native method



JVM security model

JVM extensions
More recently, more flexible (and changeable) security policies have been
added.

For example, local code (and not just downloaded applets) can also be
subjected to security policies. In addition, the policies are changeable, even
in some cases dynamically.

There is a formal model for the JVM security model, based on a set of access
control, policy and protection matrices.



Example: .NET

Microsoft’s .NET
The .NET platform, like the JVM, provides a virtual environment for running
programs. There is a hardware-independent intermediate language, a builtin
garbage collector, a byte-code verifier, classes, methods, interfaces and so
on. This environment is called the Common Language Runtime (sometimes
called the CLR).

The .NET CLR allows code to only perform permitted operations. Permission
objects provide a mechanism for enforcing restrictions.
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Bell-LaPadula, confidentiality

BLP from the names of the two authors
It is in a Military style, because of it’s history, and it’s function is to assure
confidentiality services.

Security levels are in a (total) ordering formalizing a policy which restricts
information flow from a higher security level to a lower security level.

Lower-level subjects are inhibited from accessing higher-level objects.

BLP has four levels of security
1 Top secret (T )
2 Secret (S)
3 Confidential (C)
4 Unclassified (U)

where T > S > C > U. Access operations visualized using an access
control matrix, and are drawn from {read, write}.



Import of the properties

We can view them as the activities in a secure building

More confidential

Less confidential

Our security policy for confidentiality is that we do not want confidential items
to be leaked (downwards).



BLP - no read up

What does no-read-up mean?

l(fred)=S

Top secret

Secret

Confidential

Unclassified

Objects (files)Subjects (people,programs)

Fred with Secret clearance

No read-up-1: s can read o if and only if lo ≤ ls.



BLP - no write down

What does no-write-down mean?

Fred with Secret clearance

l(fred)=S

Top secret

Secret

Confidential

Unclassified

Objects (files)Subjects (people,programs)

No write-down-1: s can write o if and only if ls ≤ lo.



BLP security

The security theorem
A system is considered secure in the current state if all the current
accesses are permitted by the two properties.

A transition from one state to the next is considered secure if it goes
from one secure state to another secure state.

The basic security theorem states that if the initial state of a system is secure,
and if all state transitions are secure, then the system will always be secure.

Note the limitations of this system
BLP is a static model, not providing techniques for changing access rights or
security levels.
BLP implementations use multiple levels, and limit the span of activities (i.e.
unclassified cannot write top secret).



RSBAC: Rule set based access control

Example: A framework for security in Linux
It is an open source access control framework for Linux kernels. It allows full
fine grained control over (for example):

objects (files, processes, users, devices, etc.),

memory execution prevention (preventing programs from using their
memory incorrectly - for example: executing data),

Includes MAC modules, and can protect executables, settings and files from
any user, including root. It can also encapsulate programs running on a
system.



Data Pump/Diode E6, BLP

https://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/files/epfiles/st_vid9513-st.pdf

An example

High Security

Low security

Data Diode

https://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/files/epfiles/st_vid9513-st.pdf
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Multi-lateral

Protection from your neighbours

For multi-lateral security
1 Compartmentation: Specifying groups (compartments) using (in the

military world) codewords. MAC.
2 The Chinese wall: Mechanism to reduce conflicts of interest within (say)

the banking sector. Mix of DAC and MAC.
3 The BMA model: Based on the protection of medical information.



Compartmentation - extending BLP

Extend BLP model with categories
A security category is used to classify objects in the model, with
any object belonging to a set of categories. Under inclusion,
this forms a lattice.

a b c

a,b b,ca,c

a,b,c



BLP extended

The domination relation
We define a relation between security levels:

A security level (l, c) dominates (l ′, c′) (written (l, c) dom (l ′, c′)) if
l ′ ≤ l , and c′ ⊆ c.

A subject s and object o then belong to one of these security levels.

Properties for the new extended model
The new properties are:

No read-up-2: s can read o if and only if s dom o (instead of just the
levels as in BLP).

No write-down-2: s can write o if and only if o dom s.



The Chinese wall model

Separation of duty

An underlying idea is that subjects cannot work for their client’s competitors.
We can write this in a similar fashion to the BLP model, using the notation
y(c) for c’s company, and x(c) for c’s competitiors.

SimpleProperty: s can access c if and only if for all c′ that s can read,
either y(c) 6∈ x(c′) or y(c) = y(c′).

*-Property: s can write c only if s cannot read any c′ with x(c′) 6= ∅
and y(c) 6= y(c′).



The BMA model

Issues from the healthcare sector...

Multiple participants in the healthcare sector, with different requirements.
Overall decisions about access are supposed to be made by the subject (i.e.
the patient).
Data should be available for research, and roles vary over time (Nurses
Doctors etc).
All in all - a very difficult environment..
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